**Pillow Fabrics**
The original wipe-down pillow ticking that offers comfort and function. Microscopic air vents provide air displacement for added comfort.

**Lightweight Barrier**
Moisture-proof, wipe-down barrier ticking. Sure-Chek Comfort® 6 White

**Sure-Chek® Microvent Comfort**
Top: White
Middle: Princess Blue
Bottom: Med. Green

**Mattress Fabrics**
The genuine Sure-Chek® healthcare mattress ticking. Moisture-proof, wipe-down, strong.

**Sure-Chek® 20 Med. Green**
Sure-Chek® 20 Black
Sure-Chek® XL® Fawn
Sure-Chek® FR Shield® Med. Green
Sure-Chek® 44 XL® Fawn
Sure-Chek® 44 Med. Green
Sure-Chek® FR Shield 2100® Navy
Sure-Chek® 2100® Navy

**Pad, Cushion, Mattress**
Conforms to the body or product design shape. Moisture-proof, wipe-down, strong.

**Sure-Chek Comfort® Black**
Sure-Chek Comfort® Gray
Sure-Chek Comfort® Navy
Sure-Chek Surethane®

**Heavy Duty Mattress and Support Fabrics**
Durable, moisture-proof, wipe-down, strong.

Top: Sure-Chek® 80 Gray
Bottom: Sure-Chek® WCS Liner Black

**Electrostatic Discharge Control**
The original electrically conductive fabrics that help to control electrostatic discharge and accumulation of static charge which may interfere with sensitive electrical equipment.

Top Left: "Lectrolite Fusion" III HP Black
Top Right: "Lectrolite" Duotone
Bottom Left: "Lectrolite Comfort"
Bottom Right: "Lectrolite" Premium